We describe a general computational approach to designing self-assembling helical filaments from monomeric proteins and use this approach to design proteins that assemble into micrometer-scale filaments with a wide range of geometries in vivo and in vitro. Cryo-electron microscopy structures of six designs are close to the computational design models. The filament building blocks are idealized repeat proteins, and thus the diameter of the filaments can be systematically tuned by varying the number of repeat units. The assembly and disassembly of the filaments can be controlled by engineered anchor and capping units built from monomers lacking one of the interaction surfaces. The ability to generate dynamic, highly ordered structures that span micrometers from protein monomers opens up possibilities for the fabrication of new multiscale metamaterials. N atural protein filaments differ considerably in their dynamic properties. Some, such as collagen, are relatively static, with turnover rates of several weeks (1-4), whereas others, such as cytoskeletal polymers, are dynamic, growing or disassembling in response to changing physiological conditions (3, 5-7). The fraction of the total residue-residue interactions in the filament that are within (rather than between) the monomeric building blocks is generally higher for dynamic polymers; the monomers are usually independently folded structures rather than relatively extended polypeptides (Fig. 1A) . Although peptide filaments in the first class have been successfully designed by staggering extended interaction motifs and generating end-to-end interactions between peptide coiled coils (8-14), the accurate computational design of reversibly assembling filaments built from folded protein monomers has remained an unsolved challenge. Much of the progress in recent years in the computational design of self-assembling nanomaterials has relied on building blocks with internal symmetry, which allows the generation of architectures with tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral point group (15-17) and two-dimensional (2D) crystal space group (18) symmetry through the design of a single new protein-protein interface. By contrast, the building blocks in most reversibly assembling filaments have no internal symmetry, and hence multiple designed interfaces are required to drive the formation of the desired structure. The reduced symmetry also makes the sampling problem more challenging, as the space of possible filament geometries is very large.
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We describe a general computational approach to designing self-assembling helical filaments from monomeric proteins and use this approach to design proteins that assemble into micrometer-scale filaments with a wide range of geometries in vivo and in vitro.
Cryo-electron microscopy structures of six designs are close to the computational design models. The filament building blocks are idealized repeat proteins, and thus the diameter of the filaments can be systematically tuned by varying the number of repeat units. The assembly and disassembly of the filaments can be controlled by engineered anchor and capping units built from monomers lacking one of the interaction surfaces. The ability to generate dynamic, highly ordered structures that span micrometers from protein monomers opens up possibilities for the fabrication of new multiscale metamaterials.
N atural protein filaments differ considerably in their dynamic properties. Some, such as collagen, are relatively static, with turnover rates of several weeks (1-4), whereas others, such as cytoskeletal polymers, are dynamic, growing or disassembling in response to changing physiological conditions (3, (5) (6) (7) . The fraction of the total residue-residue interactions in the filament that are within (rather than between) the monomeric building blocks is generally higher for dynamic polymers; the monomers are usually independently folded structures rather than relatively extended polypeptides (Fig. 1A) . Although peptide filaments in the first class have been successfully designed by staggering extended interaction motifs and generating end-to-end interactions between peptide coiled coils (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) , the accurate computational design of reversibly assembling filaments built from folded protein monomers has remained an unsolved challenge. Much of the progress in recent years in the computational design of self-assembling nanomaterials has relied on building blocks with internal symmetry, which allows the generation of architectures with tetrahedral, octahedral, and icosahedral point group (15) (16) (17) and two-dimensional (2D) crystal space group (18) symmetry through the design of a single new protein-protein interface. By contrast, the building blocks in most reversibly assembling filaments have no internal symmetry, and hence multiple designed interfaces are required to drive the formation of the desired structure. The reduced symmetry also makes the sampling problem more challenging, as the space of possible filament geometries is very large.
To tackle the challenge of de novo designing dynamic protein filaments, we devised a computational approach that exploits the requirement for multiple intermonomer interfaces to reduce the size of the search space (Fig. 1C) . Simple helical symmetry results from repeated application of a single rigid-body transform; we also consider architectures in which multiple such simple helical filaments are arrayed with cyclic symmetry. The search is therefore over the six rigid-body degrees of freedom and the discrete degrees of freedom associated with the different cyclic symmetries. The approach starts from an arbitrary asymmetric protein monomer structure and generates a second randomly oriented copy in physical contact by applying a random rotation (three degrees of freedom), choosing a random direction (two degrees of freedom), and sliding the second copy toward the first until they come into contact (Fig. 1C, left) (the sliding into contact effectively reduces the number of degrees of freedom from six for an arbitrary rigidbody transform to five). Successive monomers related by the filament-defining rigid-body transform need not themselves be in contact, and such arrangements are rare in biology. To go beyond this restriction, we consider not only filaments generated by the rigid-body transform relating the two contacting monomers, but also those generated by the nth root of this transform, where n ranges from two to five-with a choice of n = 4, for example, the first monomer will be in contact with the fourth monomer (Fig. 1C, bottom, and fig. S1 ). We also consider filaments with cyclic symmetry generated by the application of n-fold cyclic (C n ) symmetry operations around the superhelical axis, where n is between two and five (Fig. 1C, middle) . In all cases, we then generate several repeating turns of the full filament by repeated application of the rigid-body transformation and cyclic symmetry operations, eliminate geometries with clashing subunits, and require the existence of at least one additional interface beyond that generated in the initial sliding-into-contact step. Filament architectures with multiple interacting surfaces predicted to have low energy after design (19) are selected, and Rosetta combinatorial sequence optimization is carried out on a central monomer, propagating the sequence to all other monomers. The resulting designs, which span the range of helical parameters (diameter, rise, and rotation) (table S1) of native filaments (Fig. 1B , blue dots), are filtered for high shape complementarity, low monomer-monomer interaction energy, and few or no buried unsatisfied hydrogen bonds.
We chose as the monomeric building blocks a set of 15 de novo-designed helical repeat proteins (20) (DHRs), which span a wide range of geometries and hence can give rise to a wide range of filament architectures. In addition to shape diversity, the DHRs have the advantages of very high stability and solubility and are likely to tolerate the substitutions needed to design the multiple interfaces required to drive filament formation. They can also be extended or shortened simply by the addition or removal of one or more of the 30-to 60-residue repeat units, potentially allowing tuning of the diameter of designed filaments. Starting from both the computational design models and the x-ray crystal structures of the DHRs, we generated 230,000 helical filament backbones as described above and selected 124 designs for experimental testing [we refer to these as de novo-designed helical filaments (DHFs); for comparison with filaments generated from native backbones, see fig. S2 ].
The designs were expressed in Escherichia coli under the control of a T7 promoter and purified by immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC). Eighty-five of the designs were recovered in the IMAC eluate, whereas 22 were in the insoluble fraction (17 designs were not found in either fraction). IMAC eluates were concentrated, and filament formation was monitored by negative stain electron microscopy (EM); insoluble designs were characterized by EM either directly in the initial insoluble fraction or after solubilization in guanidine hydrochloride, IMAC, and subsequent removal of denaturant. A total of 34 designs (15 soluble and 19 insoluble) were found to form 1D nanostructures (figs. S3 and S4). A subset of the designs were synthesized as SUMO (small ubiquitinlike modifier) fusions to prevent premature filament formation; the SUMO tag was removed by using SUMO protease, and the samples were characterized by negative stain EM (fig. S5) .
We chose six designs with a range of model architectures and longer persistence lengths for higher-resolution structure determination by cryo-EM. We determined the filament structures and refined helical symmetry parameters by using iterative helical real-space reconstruction in SPIDER (21, 22) , followed by further 3D refinement in Relion (23) (24). In all six cases, the overall orientation and packing of the monomers in the filament were similar in the experimentally determined structures and design models, but the accuracy with which the details of the interacting interfaces were modeled varied considerably ( Fig. 2 and fig.  S6 ). Subtle shifts in the interaction interfaces in several cases altered the designed symmetry; DHF119, for example, was designed to be C 1 , but the cryo-EM structure has C 3 symmetry (helical lattice plot comparisons are in fig. S7 ). Four of the six designed filaments matched the computational models at near-atomic resolution: For DHF38 and DHF91, the experimentally observed rigid-body orientation was nearly identical to that of the design models [0.9-and 1.2-Å root mean square deviation (RMSD) over three chains containing all unique interfaces]; for DHF46 and DHF119, the RMSD over three chains was 2.3 Å, and for DHF91 and DHF58, 3.6 and 4 Å. The structure of DHF119 was solved to 3.4-Å resolution; the backbone and side-chain conformations at the subunit interfaces are very similar to those in the design model (Fig. 2G ).
To determine whether the filament diameter could be modulated by changing the number of repeat units in the monomer, we generated a series of DHF58 variants that retain the fiber interaction interfaces but have three, four, five, or six repeats in the protomer. The designs were expressed, purified, and characterized by negative stain EM. Consistent with the computational models (Fig. 3A) , the diameter of the filaments changes linearly with the number of repeat units (Fig. 3, B and C) .
We monitored assembly dynamics in vitro by solution scattering and in living cells by using fluorescence microscopy with monomers fused to green fluorescent protein (GFP). The extent and kinetics of DHF119 filament formation in vitro were strongly concentration dependent. Filament nucleation was too fast to observe by manual mixing; the rate of the observed elongation phase was linear with respect to the monomer concentration, and extrapolation of the plateau values from progress curves back to zero yielded a critical concentration of 3 mM (fig. S8 ). Upon dilution below the critical concentration, filaments disassembled in several hours ( fig. S9) . In E. coli after the induction of expression of DHF58-GFP, discrete puncta were first observed, which over time resolved into filaments up to micrometers in length (Fig. 4A and movie S1 ) (the puncta may simply be filaments below the resolution limit of the microscope,~250 nm). The filaments formed in vivo have high stability: After bacteria expressing the monomer were lysed by lysogenic phages, the filaments largely retained their shape (movie S2).
Natural systems achieve complexity and diversity of filament-based structures through modulating the nucleation, growth, and cellular location of the polymers. In some natural systems, nucleation and location are controlled by complexes that act as templates that initiate new growth and anchor filaments to specific locations, such as the g-tubulin ring complex for microtubules and the Arp2/3 complex for actin. We sought to replicate this mechanism of control by designing multimeric anchor constructs, with multiple monomeric subunits held close to the relative orientations in the corresponding filaments by a fusion to designed homo-oligomers with the appropriate geometry ( fig. S10 ) (one of the interaction interfaces is eliminated to restrict fiber growth to one direction). For example, anchor DHF119_C6 (Fig. 4B) is a hexamer in which each monomer consists of a designed oligomerization domain fused to the fiber monomer; the orientations of the monomers in the hexamer are close to those in the filament structure to promote both nucleation and fiber attachment. To study the kinetics of filament formation in vitro in more detail, we attached the anchors to glass slides, added monomers fused to yellow fluorescent protein (YFP), and monitored fiber formation by total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. The anchors seeded the rapid growth of multiple-micrometer-length fibers over 30 min (Fig. 4C and movie S3 ; for analysis of growth kinetics of a second fiber, see fig. S11 ). Few or no fibers were observed to grow from the glass slide surface when it was coated with an anchor designed for a different fiber (movie S4) or with no anchor at all (movie S5). The attachment of a biotinylated anchor to streptavidin-coated beads, followed by incubation with a filament monomer, resulted in an extensive network of filaments emanating from the beads (Fig. 4D, left) ; by contrast, very few filaments were observed around control beads that lacked the anchor protein (Fig. 4D, right) .
To determine whether filament dissolution could also be modulated by designed accessory proteins, we produced monomeric capping units lacking one of the two designed interfaces in the DHF119 filament. These caps are expected to add to one end of the filament but not the other, preventing further elongation (because the two ends of the filaments are distinct, there are two types of caps). The addition of increasing concentrations of the caps to already formed filaments resulted in shrinking and ultimate disappearance of the filaments ( fig. S12 ), suggesting that filaments are dynamically exchanging protomers at equilibrium. Monitoring of cap-induced disassembly by atomic force microscopy (AFM) showed that fibers incubated with equal concentrations of the protomers and single-end caps disassemble primarily from one (presumably the uncapped) end whereas, in the presence of both caps, disassembly occurs from both ends (Fig. 4E and fig. S12 ). In the absence of caps, increasing the monomer concentration led to growth from both ends of the fibers at a rate (~15 nm/min per end at 18 mM monomer) ( fig. S12 ) similar to that observed by fluorescence for anchored fiber growth (8.4 nm/ min at 18 mM monomer) ( fig. S11 ). The observed behavior can be understood as follows. At the critical monomer concentration where fibers neither grow nor shrink, the (concentrationdependent) rate of monomer addition to the ends is balanced by the (concentration-independent) disassociation rate. Caps perturb this balance by complexing with monomers in solution ( fig. S13,  bottom) , effectively reducing the free monomer concentration; thus, when both end caps are present, disassembly wins out over growth, leading to a net shrinking of the filaments. When one cap is present, the net rate of subunit addition is greater at the end where both free monomers fig. S13, top left) . Because the rate of monomer dissociation is the same at both ends, the fibers shrink primarily from one end, as observed.
The ability to program micrometer-scale order from angstrom-scale designed interactions between asymmetric monomers is an advance for computational protein design. In contrast to previous nanomaterial design efforts relying on an already existing interface within symmetric building blocks, proper assembly requires the design of two independent interfaces. The introduction of a small number of hydrophobic substitutions near the periphery of dihedral complexes can promote stacking into extended filaments because each sequence change is replicated multiple times at the stacking interface (25); the filaments described here are instead built from monomeric building blocks and have a much wider range of geometries because only a small fraction of possible helical assemblies contain dihedral point group symmetry. Both designed interfaces were accurately recapitulated in four of the six structures solved by cryo-EM; despite the deviations in the interfaces in the other two, the overall filament architecture was reasonably well recapitulated. The ability to program filament dynamics provides a baseline for understanding the much more complex regulation of the dynamic behavior of naturally occurring filaments. The repeat protein building blocks are hyperstable proteins robust to genetic fusion, and therefore, the designed filaments provide readily modifiable scaffolds to which binding sites for other proteins or metal nanoclusters can be added for applications ranging from cryo-EM structure determination to nanoelectronics. (Right) Positions of fiber ends versus time in solutions with N caps, C caps, and N caps plus C caps. In all cases, the DHF119 monomer concentration and the total cap concentration are each 3.8 mM (at this concentration of monomer, fibers neither dissolve nor grow in the absence of caps). Because they lack one of the filament interfaces, caps can bind only to one end; disassembly from this end will be slower, as the combined on rate of caps and monomers is greater than the on rate of monomers alone at the other end.
